Nasdaq Fund Network

Enhance Discoverability, Transparency and Reach for Investment Products

Nasdaq Fund Network (NFN) facilitates the collection and dissemination of performance and valuation data for investment products making it discoverable to one million-plus institutional and retail investors daily. Today, NFN covers 35,000-plus instruments across a variety of asset classes, countries and currencies.

Service & Benefits

**Enhanced Discoverability**: Each product is registered on the network with a unique symbol to help increase discoverability on market data platforms and financial web portals to make searching easier for investors

**Greater Transparency**: Use performance and valuation data to better position your products against peers to gain wider market visibility

**Amplified Reach**: Reach one million-plus institutional and retail investors daily through NFN’s connectivity

Dissemination Partners

The financial community receives daily updates from the Nasdaq Fund Network. It allows companies to distribute performance and validation data for U.S. and International products to one of the largest distribution channels which pipes into online brokerages and ISPs, as well as major market data vendors like Bloomberg, Google, CNBC, Lipper Analytics, E*Trade, Thomson Reuters, and Fidelity.

Products Supported

- Managed Accounts (SMA & UMA)
- Collective Investment Trusts (CIT)
- Demand Deposit Accounts
- Separate Accounts
- Hedge Funds
- NextShares Exchange Traded Managed Funds
- Annuities
- Structured Products
- Unit Investment Trusts (UIT)
- Alternative Investment Products
- Mutual Funds
- Money Market Funds
- 529 Plans

For more information about Nasdaq Fund Network contact nasdaqfundnetwork@nasdaq.com
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